
2. The second screenshot shows Squad 330 already veering to the right to 

avoid the Honda Accord. The squad speed is still 48 MPH, and the 

brakes are still being used. 
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3. The third screenshot shows that the squads speed has reduced to 41 

MPH. 

4. The fourth screenshot also indicates 41 MPH. 
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5. The fifth screenshot shows the squad stopped on the curb/sidewalk. 
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Although the siren can be heard on the video just prior to impact, the screenshots 

do not indicate that the siren was on at that time. 

The Police Radio Shop was contacted regarding why the MVR system in this 

squad was recording location and speed while the MDC system was not. 

According to Merlin Koskela, the GPS in the MVR is completely separate from 

the GPS used by the MDC/CAD system. 

A copy of this video (video #386660) was requested and obtained from the Crime 

Lab. When viewing the video on the disc created by the Crime Lab, it was found 

that the GPS data does not show as it does when viewing the video on-line. 
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Certified Forensic Video Analyst Ali Murray from the Minneapolis Police 

Department Crime Lab was asked why the GPS does not show on the video disc 

provided by the Crime Lab, and her response was "That GPS and speed info is 

approximate so it appears on the website for authorized viewers but the 

information is not included on the export." 

Case Statements 

Statement of Officer Dante Dean 

Officer Dante Dean was interviewed at the 31d Precinct station on 09/25/2014 at 

1032 hours. He was accompanied by his Police Federation representative, Lt. 

Robert Kroll. Prior to providing this statement, Officer Dean was shown the MVR 

video contained on the CD provided by the Crime Lab. He was also allowed to 

see the screenshots mentioned above that show the squad speed according to 

GPS. 

Officer Dean recalled responding to an Assault In Progress call on 05/04/2014. 

Officer Dean was asked about his response to this call: 

Q: OK. And in what manner did you respond to that call? 

A: I was going with, with my red lights on and intermittent siren. 

Q: OK. Uh, can you explain why you did not operate your siren in a 

continuous manner? 
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A: I was going down Cedar and traffic was somewhat heavy, but it was-, I 

wasn't going total fast-, as fast as I would probably go to something else 

that was more urgent. Urn, I then basically just was mainly in-, well, the 

only time I used my emergency light was basically when I was trying to go 

over into other traffic and then I came back on the other side. And then I 

just-, there was no traffic around, so I didn't use my siren. 

Q: OK. So, you just said you only used your emergency lights when you 

went in opposing traffic? 

A: When I was-, no, when I was going to the opposite side or into the 

intersections. 

Q: OK. So, during the time? 

A: I'm sorry. Lights-, my lights and sirens. 

Q: Thank you. We just watched a video and, urn, it shows that you were 

involved in an accident at 331d and Cedar? 

A: Yes. 

LT. KROLL: [whispering] Lights were continuous. Lights were 

continuous, right? 

A: Lights were continuous. Yes. 
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Q: Yeah. 

A: Clarify. 

Q: Right. Uh, we'll get to that. So, prior to this accident at 33rd and 

Cedar, urn, had you been operating your emergency lights in a continuous 

manner? 

A: Yes. 

Q: OK. And, uh, is it your recollection that you did not use your siren in a 

continuous manner? 

A: Yes. 

Officer Dean was asked if this Assault In Progress call was the type of call that 

he would want to arrive on without announcing his presence with his siren. He 

answered, "Actually, I do think it was that way since I didn't want the suspect to 

run off, and also, that they might not be able to apprehend him." 

At the end of the interview, Officer Dean wanted to add that, after the accident, 

the driver from the car that was behind the striking Honda Accord had 

approached Officer Dean and told Officer Dean that he had heard Officer Dean a 

block away and had actually seen Officer Dean. This witness also stated that he 

didn't know why the person that hit the squad car didn't stop and see Officer 

Dean. 
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